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Abstract
Indistinguishability obfuscation, introduced by [Barak et. al. Crypto’2001], aims

to compile programs into unintelligible ones while preserving functionality. It is a
fascinating and powerful object that has been shown to enable a host of new cryp-
tographic goals and beyond. However, constructions of indistinguishability obfusca-
tion have remained elusive, with all other proposals relying on heuristics or newly
conjectured hardness assumptions.

In this work, we show how to construct indistinguishability obfuscation from
subexponential hardness of four well-founded assumptions. We prove:

Theorem (Informal). Let τ ∈ (0,∞), δ ∈ (0, 1), ε ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary constants. As-
sume sub-exponential security of the following assumptions, where λ is a security
parameter, p is a λ-bit prime, and the parameters `, k, n are large enough polynomials
in λ:

• the Learning With Errors (LWE) assumption over Zp with subexponential modulus-
to-noise ratio 2k

ε
, where k is the dimension of the LWE secret,

• the Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) assumption over Zp with polynomially
many LPN samples and error rate 1/`δ, where ` is the dimension of the LPN
secret,

• the existence of a Boolean Pseudo-Random Generator (PRG) in NC0 with stretch
n1+τ , where n is the length of the PRG seed,

• the Symmetric eXternal Diffie-Hellman (SXDH) assumption on asymmetric bi-
linear groups of order p.

Then, (subexponentially secure) indistinguishability obfuscation for all polynomial-
size circuits exists.

Further, assuming only polynomial security of the aforementioned assumptions,
there exists collusion resistant public-key functional encryption for all polynomial-
size circuits.
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1 Introduction

In this work, we study the notion of indistinguishability obfuscation (iO) for general
polynomial-size circuits [BGI+01a, GKR08, GGH+13b]. iO requires that for any two cir-
cuits C0 and C1 of the same size, such that C0(x) = C1(x) for all inputs x, we have that
iO(C0) is computationally indistinguishable to iO(C1). Furthermore, the obfuscator iO
should be computable in probabilistic polynomial time. The notion of iO has proven
to be very powerful, with over a hundred papers published utilizing iO to enable a re-
markable variety of applications in cryptography and complexity theory; indeed iO has
even expanded the scope of cryptography (see, e.g. [GGH+13b, SW14, BFM14, GGG+14,
HSW13, KLW15a, BPR15, CHN+16, GPS16, HJK+16]).

Despite this success, until this work, all previously known iO constructions [GGH13a,
GGH+13b, BGK+14, BR14, PST14, AGIS14, BMSZ16, CLT13, CLT15, GGH15, CHL+15,
BWZ14, CGH+15, HJ15, BGH+15, Hal15, CLR15, MF15, MSZ16, DGG+16, Lin16, LV16,
AS17, Lin17, LT17, GJK18, AJS18, Agr19, LM18, JLMS19, BIJ+20, AP20, BDGM20c] re-
quired new hardness assumptions that were postulated specifically for showing secu-
rity of the iO schemes proposed. Indeed, the process of understanding these assump-
tions has been tortuous, with several of these assumptions broken by clever cryptanal-
ysis [CHL+15, BWZ14, CGH+15, HJ15, BGH+15, Hal15, CLR15, MF15, MSZ16, BBKK17,
LV17, BHJ+19]. The remaining standing ones are based on new and novel computational
problems that are different in nature from well-studied computational problems (for in-
stance, LWE with leakage on noises).

As a result, there has been a lack of clarity about the state of iO security [BKM+19].
Our work aims to place iO on terra firma.

Our contribution. We show how to construct iO from subexponential hardness of four
well-founded assumptions. We prove:

Theorem 1.1. (Informal) Let τ be arbitrary constants greater than 0, and δ, ε in (0, 1). Assume
sub-exponential security of the following assumptions, where λ is the security parameter, p is a
λ-bit prime, and the parameters `, k, n below are large enough polynomials in λ:

• the LWE assumption over Zp with subexponential modulus-to-noise ratio 2k
ε , where k is the

dimension of the LWE secret,

• the LPN assumption over Zp with polynomially many LPN samples and error rate 1/`δ,
where ` is the dimension of the LPN secret,

• the existence of a Boolean PRG in NC0 with stretch n1+τ ,

• the SXDH assumption on asymmetric bilinear groups of a order p.

Then, (subexponentially secure) indistinguishability obfuscation for all polynomial-size cir-
cuits exists.

All four assumptions are based on computational problems with a long history of
study, rooted in complexity, coding, and number theory. Further, they were introduced
for building basic cryptographic primitives (such as public key encryption), and have
been used for realizing a variety of cryptographic goals that have nothing to do with iO.
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1.1 Assumptions in More Detail

We now describe each of these assumptions in more detail and briefly survey their history.

The SXDH Assumption: The Symmetric eXternal Diffie-Hellman SXDH assumption is
stated as follows: Given an appropriate prime p, three groups G1, G2, and GT are chosen
of order p such that there exists an efficiently computable nontrivial bilinear map e :
G1×G2 → GT . Canonical generators, g1 for G1, and g2 for G1, are also computed. Then, the
SXDH assumption requires that the Decisional Diffie Hellman (DDH) assumption holds in
both G1 and G2. That is, it requires that the following computational indistinguishability
holds:

∀b ∈ {1, 2}, {(gxb , g
y
b , g

xy
b ) | x, y ← Zp} ≈c {(gxb , g

y
b , g

z
b ) | x, y, z ← Zp}

The subexponential hardness of SXDH requires the above indistinguishability to hold for
adversaries of size pβ for some constant β > 0, with negligible distinguishing advantage1.

This assumption was first defined in the 2005 work of Ballard et. al. [BGdMM05].
Since then, SXDH has seen extensively use in a wide variety of applications through-
out cryptography, such as Identity-Based Encryption, Attribute-Based Encryption, Func-
tional Encryption for degree 2 polynomials, Non-Interactive Zero Knowledge, etc. (See,
e.g. [GS08, BKKV10, BJK15, Lin17, CLL+12, JR13]) and has been a subject of extensive
cryptanalytic study (see [Ver01] for early work and [GR04] for a survey).

The LWE Assumption: The Learning With Errors LWE assumption with respect to a
modulus p, dimension k, sample complexity n, and discrete Gaussian distribution χ over
integers states that the following computational indistinguishability holds:

{A, s ·A + e mod p |A← Zk×np , s← Z1×k
p , e← χ1×n}

≈c {A,u |A← Zk×np , u← Z1×n
p }

In this work, the sample complexity is polynomial n(k), the noise distribution has poly-
nomial expectation, and the modulus p is an arbitrary subexponential function in the di-
mension k. The subexponential hardness of LWE requires the above indistinguishability
to hold for adversaries of size 2k

β for some constant β > 0, with negligible distinguishing
advantage.

This assumption was first stated in the work of [Reg05]. The version stated above is
provably hard as long as GAP-SVP is hard to approximate to within subexponential fac-
tors in the worst case [Reg05, Pei09, GPV08, MR04, MP13]. LWE has been used extensively
to construct applications such as Leveled Fully Homomorphic Encryption [BV11, BGV12,
GSW13], Key-Homomorphic PRFs [BLMR13], Lockable Obfuscation [GKW17, WZ17],
Homomorphic Secret-Sharing [MW16, DHRW16], Constrained PRFs [BV15b], Attribute
Based Encryption [BGG+14, GVW13, GVW15] and Universal Thresholdizers [BGG+18],
to name a few.

1Note that we do not require the distinguishing gap to be subexponentially small. This is the case for
all our assumptions.
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The existence of PRGs in NC0: The assumption of the existence of a Boolean Pseudo-
Random Generator PRG in NC0 states that there exists a Boolean function G : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m where m = n1+τ for some constant τ > 0, and where each output bit computed
by G depends on a constant number of input bits, such that the following computational
indistinguishability holds:

{G(σ) | σ ← {0, 1}n} ≈c {y | y ← {0, 1}m}

The subexponential security of PRG requires the above indistinguishability to hold for
adversaries of size 2n

β for some constant β > 0, with negligible distinguishing advantage.
Pseudorandom generators are a fundamental primitive in their own right, and have

vast applications throughout cryptography. PRGs in NC0 are tightly connected to the
fundamental topic of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) in complexity theory, and
were first proposed for cryptographic use by Goldreich [Gol00, CM01, IKOS08] 20 years
ago. The complexity theory and cryptography communities have jointly developed a rich
body of literature on the cryptanalysis and theory of constant-locality Boolean PRGs [Gol00,
CM01, MST03, CEMT09, BQ09, ABW10, ABR12, BQ12, App12, OW14, AL16, KMOW17,
CDM+18].

LPN over large fields: Like LWE, the Learning Parity with Noise LPN assumption over
finite fields Zp is also a decoding problem. The standard LPN assumption with respect
to subexponential-size modulus p, dimension `, sample complexity n, and a noise rate
r = 1/`δ for some δ ∈ (0, 1), states that the following computational indistinguishability
holds:

{A, s ·A + e mod p |A← Z`×np , s← Z1×`
p , e← D1×n

r }
≈c {A,u |A← Z`×np , u← Z1×n

p }.

Above e ← Dr is a generalized Bernoulli distribution, i.e. e is sampled randomly from
Zp with probability 1/`δ and set to be 0 with probability 1− 1/`δ. Thus, the difference
between LWE and LPN is the structure of the error distribution. In LWE the error vector is
a random (polynomially) bounded vector. In LPN, it is a sparse random vector, but where
it is nonzero, the entries have large expectation. Again, we consider polynomial sample
complexity n(`), and the modulus p is an arbitrary subexponential function in `. The
subexponential hardness of LPN over Zp requires the above indistinguishability to hold
for adversaries of size 2`

β for some arbitrary constant β > 0, with negligible advantage.
The origins of the LPN assumption date all the way back to the 1950s: the works of

Gilbert [Gil52] and Varshamov [Var57] showed that random linear codes possessed re-
markably strong minimum distance properties. However, since then, almost no progress
has been made in efficiently decoding random linear codes under random errors. The
LPN over fields assumption above formalizes this, and was introduced over Z2 for cryp-
tographic uses in 1994 [BFKL94], and formally defined for general finite fields and pa-
rameters in 2009 [IPS09], under the name “Assumption 2”.

While in [IPS09], the assumption was used when the error rate is constant, in fact,
polynomially low error (in fact δ = 1/2) has an even longer history in the LPN literature:
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it was used by Alekhnovitch in 2003 [Ale03] to construct public-key encryption with the
field F2, and used to build public-key encryption over Fp in 2015 [AAB15]. The exact
parameter settings that we describe above, with both general fields and inverse polyno-
mial error rate corresponding to an arbitrarily small constant δ > 0 was explicitly posed
by [BCGI18], in the context of building efficient secure two-party and multi-party proto-
cols for arithmetic computations.

Recently, the LPN assumption has led to a wide variety of applications (see for exam-
ple, [IPS09, AAB15, BCGI18, ADI+17, DGN+17, GNN17, BLMZ19, BCG+19]). A compre-
hensive review of known attacks on LPN over large fields, for the parameter settings we
are interested in, was given in [BCGI18, BCG+20]. For our parameter setting, the running
time of all known attacks is Ω(2`

1−δ
), for any choice of the constant δ ∈ (0, 1) and for any

polynomial number of samples n(`).

On search vs. decision versions of our assumptions. Except for the SXDH assumption,
the other three assumptions that we make can be based on search assumptions.

The LWE as well as the LPN over Zp assumption we require are implied by the subexpo-
nential hardness of their corresponding search versions [MM11, BFKL94, MP13, Reg05].
As summarized in [Vai20], there is a search-to-decision reduction2 whose sample com-
plexity is m = poly(dim(s),m′, 1/ε) (namely, polynomial in the dimension dim(s) of the
secret, sample complexity m′ of the decision version, and the inverse of the distinguish-
ing gap ε), and runtime poly(dim(s), p,m′). In this work, we need the pseudorandomness
of (polynomially many) LPN / LWE samples to hold against subexponential-time 2dim(s)β

adversaries for any constant β > 0, with a negligible distinguishing gap. We can further
set the modulus p to an arbitrarily small subexponential function in dim(s)3. Decisional
LPN / LWE with such parameters are implied by the subexponential search LPN / LWE as-
sumptions: There is a constant γ > 0 such that no subexponential-time 2dim(s)γ adversary,
given a polynomial number of samples, can recover swith noticeable probability.

The works of [App13, AK19] showed that the one-wayness of random local functions
implies the existence of PRGs in NC0. More precisely, for a length parameter m = m(n), a
locality parameter d = O(1), and a d-ary predicateQ : {0, 1}d → {0, 1}, a distributionFQ,m
samples a d-local function fG,Q : {0, 1}d → {0, 1} by choosing a random d-uniform hyper-
graph G with n nodes and m hyperedges, where each hyperedge is chosen uniformly
and independently at random. The i’th output bit of fG,Q is computed by evaluating Q
on the d input bits indexed by nodes in the i’th hyperedge. The one-wayness of FQ,m
for proper choices of Q,m has been conjectured and studied in [Gol00, MST03, CEMT09,
BQ09, ABW10]. The works of [App13, AK19] showed how to construct a family of PRG
in NC0 with polynomial stretch based on the one-wayness of FQ,m for any Q that is sen-
sitive (i.e., some input bit i of Q has full influence) and any m = n1+δ with δ > 0. The
constructed PRGs have negligible distinguishing advantage and the reduction incurs a
multiplicative polynomial security loss. Therefore, the subexponential pseudorandom-
ness of PRG in NC0 that we need is implied by the existence of FQ,m that is hard to invert

2Importantly, this reduction is oblivious of the distribution of the errors and hence applies to both LWE
and LPN.

3In the construction, we set p = Θ(2λ) and dim(s) to a large enough polynomial in λ.
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with noticable probability by adversaries of some subexponential size.

1.2 Our Ideas in a Nutshell

Previous work [AJS18, LM18, AJL+19, JLMS19, JLS19, GJLS20] showed that to achieve
iO, it is sufficient to assume LWE, SXDH, and PRG in NC0, and one other object, that we
will encapsulate as a structured-seed PRG (sPRG) with polynomial stretch and special ef-
ficiency properties. In an sPRG, the seed consists of both a public and private part. The
pseudorandomness property of the sPRG should hold even when the adversary can see
the public seed in addition to the output of the sPRG. Crucially, the output of the sPRG
should be computable by a degree-2 computation in the private seed (where the coeffi-
cients of this degree-2 computation are obtained through constant-degree computations
on the public seed).

Our key innovation is a simple way to leverage LPN over fields to build an sPRG.
The starting point for our construction is the following observation. Assuming LPN and
that G is an (ordinary) PRG in NC0 with stretch m(n), we immediately have the following
computational indistinguishability:{

(A, b = s ·A+ e+ σ, G(σ)) |A← Z`×np ; s← Z1×`
p ; e← D1×n

r (p); σ ← {0, 1}1×n
}

≈c
{

(A, u, w) |A← Z`×np ; u← Z1×n
p ; w ← {0, 1}1×m(n)

}
Roughly speaking, we can think of both A and b above as being public. All that

remains is to show that the computation of G(σ) can be performed using a degree-2 com-
putation in a short-enough specially-prepared secret seed. Because G is an arbitrary PRG
in NC0, it will not in general be computable by a degree-2 polynomial in σ. To accomplish
this goal, we crucially leverage the sparseness of the LPN error e. The evaluation of our
sPRG can be viewed to take two steps: First, homomorphically evaluate the PRG on an
LPN-encryption of the seed σ (i.e., A, b above) to obtain an LPN-encryption of the PRG
output G(σ) that is however corrupted with sparse errors. Next, decrypt and correct the
sparse errors all in just degree 2, by means of a simple pre-computation idea. In particular,
the precomputation compresses the sparse errors to be corrected into vectors of sublinear
length that later can be expanded back using a degree 2 computation. A gentle overview
is provided in Section 4, followed by our detailed construction and analysis.

1.3 Implications of iO
The notion of iO occupies an intriguing and influential position in complexity theory and
cryptography. Interestingly, if NP ⊆ BPP, then iO exists for the class of all polynomial-
size circuits, because if NP ⊆ BPP, then it is possible to efficiently compute a canonical
form for any function computable by a polynomial-size circuit. On the other hand, if
NP 6⊆ io-BPP, then in fact the existence of iO for polynomial-size circuits implies that
one-way functions exist [KMN+14]. And a large body of work has shown that iO plus
one-way functions imply a vast array of cryptographic objects, so much so that iO has
been conjectured to be a “central hub” [SW14, KMN+14] for cryptography.
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An impressive list of fascinating new cryptographic objects are only known under iO
or related objects such as functional encryption and witness encryption. Hence, our con-
struction of iO from well-founded assumptions immediately implies these objects from
the same assumptions. Below, we highlight a subset of these implications as corollaries.

Corollary 1.1 (Informal). Assume the subexponential hardness of the four assumptions in
Theorem 1.1, we have:

• Multiparty non-interactive key exchange in the plain model (without trusted setup), e.g., [BZ14,
KRS15].

• Adaptively secure succinct garbled RAM, where the size of the garbled program is poly(λ, log T )|P |
depending linearly on the description size of the RAM program P , the size of the garbled
input is poly(λ)|x| depending linearly on the size of the input x, and evaluation time is
quasilinear in the running time of P on x [BGL+15, CHJV15, KLW15b, CCC+15, CH16,
CCHR16, ACC+16, AL18].

• Indistinguishability obfuscation for RAM, where the size of obfuscated program is poly(λ, n, |P |)
where |P | is the description size of the RAM program P and n is its input length [BGL+15,
CHJV15, KLW15b, CCC+15, CH16, CCHR16, ACC+16, AL18].

• Selectively sound and perfectly zero-knowledge Succinct Non-interactive ARGument (SNARG)
for any NP language with statements up to a bounded polynomial size in the CRS model,
where the CRS size is poly(λ)(n+m), n,m are upper bounds on the lengths of the statements
and witnesses, and the proof size is poly(λ) [SW14]4.

• Sender deniable encryption [SW14], and fully deniable interactive encryption [CPP20].

• Constant round concurrent zero-knowledge protocols for any NP language [CLP15].

• (Symmetric or asymmetric) multilinear maps with boudned polynomial multilinear degrees,
following [AFH+16, FHHL18, AMP19], and self-bilinear map over composite and unknown
order group, assuming additionally the polynomial hardness of factoring [YYHK14].

• Correlation intractable functions for all sparse relations verifiable in bounded polynoimal
size, assuming additionally the polynomial hardness of input hiding obfuscators for evasive
circuits [CCR16], or for all sparse relations, assuming additionally the exponential optimal
hardness of input hiding obfuscators for multibit point functions [KRR17].

• Witness Encryption (WE) for any NP language, following as a special case of iO for poly-
nomial size circuits.

• Secret sharing for any monotone function in NP [KNY14].

Corollary 1.2 (Informal). Assume the polynomial hardness of the four assumptions in Theo-
rem 1.1, we have:

4This construction does not contradict the lower bound result by [GW11] showing that it is impossible
to base the adaptive soundness of SNARGs on falsifiable assumptions via black-box reductions, since this
construction only achieves selective soundness.
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• Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) for unbounded-depth polynomial-size circuits, following
as a special case of functional encryption for unbounded-depth polynomial size circuits.

• Fully homomorphic encryption scheme for unbounded-depth polynomial size circuits (with-
out relying on circular security), assuming slighly superpolynomial hardness of the four
assumptions [CLTV15].

• PPAD hardness [AKV04, BPR15, GPS16, HY17, KS17].

Regarding PPAD hardness, another line of beautiful works [CHK+19a, CHK+19b,
CCH+19, EFKP20, LV20, JKKZ20] showed that the hardness of #SAT reduces to that
of PPAD, assuming the adaptive soundness of applying Fiat-Shamir to certain proto-
cols. Most recently, this led to basing the PPAD hardness on that of #SAT and the sub-
exponential LWE assumption [JKKZ20]. In comparison, relying on [GPS16], using our
Functional Encryption construction, we can base the PPAD hardness on the polynomial
security of the four assumptions we make.

1.4 Other Recent Works

We briefly discuss three recent works [GP20, BDGM20b, WW20]5 that develop a com-
pletely independent line of attack for constructing iO. At present this line still requires
new hardness assumptions, but has other potential advantages, as we explain below.

Gay and Pass [GP20] proved the security of a variant of the candidate iO of [BDGM20a],
based on the subexponential hardness of i) LWE with subexponential modulus-to-noise
ratio, and ii) a new circular security leakage resilience conjecture, referred to as 1-circular
Shielded Randomness Leakage (SRL) resilient security, on the Gentry, Sahai, and Waters (GSW)
homomorphic encryption scheme [GSW13]. At a high-level, they postulate that the se-
mantic security of a GSW encryption c holds at the presence of a circular encryption csk
of its secret key, when the adversary has access to what they call a Sheilded Randomness
Leakage (SRL) oracle OSRL, which interacts with the adversary as follows: Upon query,
OSRL samples an encryption c? of zero using randomness r?; the adversary is given c?,
and chooses a function f (that potentially depends on c?) and an output y; the oracle
then homomorphically evaluates f on c, csk to obtain an output ciphertext that encrypts
y′ with randomness rf , and returns r? − rf if y = y′, or nothing otherwise. Importantly,
Gay and Pass showed that without the circular encryption csk of the secret key, the LWE
assumption implies that GSW is shielded randomness leakage resilient, that is, GSW is
semantically secure even if the adversary has access to OSRL. Though the proof does not
go through when the circular encryption csk is present, the new conjecture can be seen
as inspired by the more widely accepted circular security assumptions made for fully
homomorphic encryption schemes [BV11, BGV12, GSW13].

The work of [BDGM20b] proved the security of a similar construction based on a new
variant of the 2-circular SRL security assumption proposed by [GP20], with respect to
GSW and a packed variant of the dual-Regev encryption scheme [GPV08], which requires
SRL security to hold in the presence of a length-2 chain of circular encryptions of the secret

5These works were posted online very shortly after the initial posting of our work.
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keys of GSW and packed dual-Regev. They also suggest another assumption that may be
a potential relaxation that considers a key-randomness encryption cycle, instead of a key
cycle.

Wichs and Wee [WW20] proposed a different construction of iO based on a new en-
cryption scheme called dual-GSW that “marries” together dual-Regev and GSW encryp-
tion schemes. Their new assumption also has a circular security flavor, but is significantly
different from the circular SRL security that [GP20, BDGM20b] proposed.

Comparing with the above constructions, our construction has the advantage in rely-
ing solely on well-founded assumptions that have a long history of study. On the other
hand, these constructions are based only on lattices and have the advantage of being
plausibly quantum-secure, whereas the SXDH assumption on bilinear maps that our con-
struction relies on is known to be broken by polynomial-time quantum algorithms.

2 Preliminaries

For any distribution X , we denote by x ← X the process of sampling a value x from the
distribution X . Similarly, for a set X we denote by x← X the process of sampling x from
the uniform distribution over X . For an integer n ∈ N we denote by [n] the set {1, .., n}.
A function negl : N → R is negligible if for every constant c > 0 there exists an integer
Nc such that negl(λ) < λ−c for all λ > Nc. Throughout, when we refer to polynomials in
security parameter, we mean constant degree polynomials that take positive value on non
negative inputs. We denote by poly(λ) an arbitrary polynomial in λ satisfying the above
requirements of non-negativity. We denote vectors by bold-faced letters such as b and
u. Matrices will be denoted by capitalized bold-faced letters for such as A and M . For
any k ∈ N, we denote by the tensor product v⊗k = v ⊗ · · · ⊗ v︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

to be the standard tensor

product, but converted back into a vector. This vector contains all the monomials in the
variables inside v of degree exactly k.

We also introduce two new notations. First, for any vector v we refer by dim(v) the
dimension of vector v. For any matrix M ∈ Zn1×n2

q , we denote by |M| the bit length of M.
In this case, |M| = n1 · n2 · log2 q. We also overload this operator in that, for any set S, we
use |S| to denote the cardinality of S. The meaning should be inferred from context.

For any two polynomials a(λ, n), b(λ, n) : N× N→ R≥0, we say that a is polynomially
smaller than b, denoted as a� b, if there exists an ε ∈ (0, 1) and a constant c > 0 such that
a < b1−ε · λc for all large enough n, λ ∈ N. The intuition behind this definition is to think
of n as being a sufficiently large polynomial in λ

Multilinear Representation of Polynomials and Representation over Zp. A straight-
forward fact from analysis of boolean functions is that every NC0 function F : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} can be represented by a unique constant degree multilinear polynomial f ∈ Z[x =
(x1, . . . , xn)], mapping {0, 1}n to {0, 1}. At times, we consider a mapping of such polyno-
mial f ∈ Z[x] into a polynomial g over Zp[x] for some prime p. This is simply obtained
by reducing the coefficients of f modulo p and then evaluating the polynomial over Zp.
Observe that g(x) = f(x) mod p for every x ∈ {0, 1}n as f(x) ∈ {0, 1} for every such
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x. Furthermore, given any NC0 function F , finding these representations take polynomial
time.

Definition 2.1 ((T, ε)-indistinguishability). We say that two ensembles X = {Xλ}λ∈N and
Y = {Yλ}λ∈N are (T, ε)-indistinguishable where T : N → N and ε : N → [0, 1] if for every
non-negative polynomial poly(·, ·) and any adversary A running in time bounded by T poly(λ) it
holds that: For every sufficiently large λ ∈ N,∣∣∣∣ Pr

x←Xλ
[A(1λ, x) = 1]− Pr

y←Yλ
[A(1λ, y) = 1]

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε(λ).

We say that two ensembles are ε-indistinguishable if it is (λ, ε)-indistinguishable, and is subex-
ponentially ε-indistinguishable if it is (T, ε)-indistinguishable for T (λ) = 2λ

c for some positive
constant c. It is indistinguishable if it is 1

λc
-pseudorandom for every positive constant c, and

subexponentially indistinguishable if it is (T, 1
λc′

)-indistinguishable for T (λ) = 2λ
c for some pos-

itive constant c and every positive constant c.

Below if the security a primitive or the hardness of an assumption are defined through
indistinguishability, we say the primitive or assumption is (T, ε) secure, hard, or indis-
tinguishable, or (subexponentially) secure, hard, or indistinguishable if the appropriate
(T, ε)-indistinguishability or (subexponentially) indistinguishability holds.

Remark 2.1 (On security levels). We denote by λ the global security parameter and set
all other parameters as functions of λ. The security of different assumptions, SXDH, LWE,
LPN, and PRG in NC0 are measured w.r.t. their own parameters, namely the order p of
the bilinear pairing group, the dimension of the LWE secrets, the dimension of the LPN
secrets, and the length of the PRG seeds, and thus are indirectly related to the global
security parameter λ.

Indistinguishability Obfuscation. We now define our object of interest, Indistinguisha-
bility Obfuscation (iO). The notion of indistinguishability obfuscation (iO), first con-
ceived by Barak et al. [BGI+01b], guarantees that the obfuscation of two circuits are com-
putationally indistinguishable as long as they both are equivalent circuits, i.e., the output
of both the circuits are the same on every input. Formally,

Definition 2.2 (Indistinguishability Obfuscator (iO) for Circuits). A uniform PPT algorithm
iO is called a (T, γ)-secure indistinguishability obfuscator for polynomial-sized circuits if the fol-
lowing holds:

• Completeness: For every λ ∈ N, every circuit C with input length n, every input x ∈
{0, 1}n, we have that

Pr
[
C ′(x) = C(x) : C ′ ← iO(1λ, C)

]
= 1 .

• (T, γ)-Indistinguishability: For every two ensembles {C0,λ} {C1,λ} of polynomial-sized
circuits that have the same size, input length, and output length, and are functionally equiv-
alent, that is, ∀λ, C0,λ(x) = C1,λ(x) for every input x, the following distributions are (T, γ)-
indistinguishable.

{iO(1λ, C0,λ)} {iO(1λ, C1,λ)}
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LPN over Fields Assumption. In this work, we use the LPN assumption over a large
field. This assumption has been used in a various works (see for example, [IPS09, AAB15,
BCGI18, ADI+17, DGN+17, GNN17, BLMZ19, BCG+19]). We adopt the following defini-
tion from [BCGI18].

We set up some notation for the definition below. Let p be any prime modulus. We
define the distribution Dr(p) as the distribution that outputs 0 with probability 1− r and
a random element from Zp with the remaining probability.

Definition 2.3 (LPN(`, n, r, p)-Assumption, [BFKL94, IPS09, AAB15, BCGI18]). Let λ be the
security parameter. For an efficiently computable prime modulus p(λ), dimension `(λ), sample
complexity n(`), and noise rate r(n) we say that the LPN(`, n, r, p) assumption is (T, γ)-secure /
hard / indistinguishable if the following two distributions are (T, γ)-indistinguishable:{

(A, b = s ·A+ e) |A← Z`×np , s← Z1×`
p , e← D1×n

r (p)
}

{
(A,u) |A← Z`×np , u← Z1×n

p

}
We will set ` to be a large enough polynomial in λ, set r = `−δ, for a constant δ ∈ (0, 1),

and set the number of samples n = `c for some constant c > 1. We refer the reader
to [BCGI18, BCG+20] for a comprehensive discussion of the history and security of this
assumption.

Leakage Lemma. We will use the following theorem in our security proofs.

Theorem 2.1 (Imported Theorem [CCL18]). Let n, ` ∈ N, ε > 0, and Cleak be a family of
distinguisher circuits from {0, 1}n × {0, 1}` → {0, 1} of size s(n). Then, for every distribution
(X,W ) over {0, 1}n × {0, 1}`, there exists a simulator h such that:

1. h is computable by circuits of size bounded by s′ = O(s2`ε−2), and maps {0, 1}n×{0, 1}s′ →
{0, 1}`. We denote by U the uniform distribution over {0, 1}s′ .

2. (X,W ) and (X, h(X,U)) are ε-indistinguishable by Cleak. That is, for every C ∈ Cleak,∣∣∣∣ Pr
(x,w)←(X,W )

[C(x,w) = 1]− Pr
x←X,u←U

[C(x, h(x, u)) = 1]

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε

3 Definition of Structured-Seed PRG

Definition 3.1 (Syntax of Structured-Seed Pseudo-Random Generators (sPRG)). Let τ be a
positive constant. A structured-seed Boolean PRG, sPRG, with stretch τ that maps (n · poly(λ))-
bit binary strings into (m = nτ )-bit strings, where poly is a fixed polynomial, is defined by the
following PPT algorithms:

• IdSamp(1λ, 1n) samples a function index I .

• SdSamp(I) jointly samples two binary strings, a public seed and a private seed, sd = (P, S).
The combined length of these strings is n · poly(λ).

10



• Eval(I, sd) computes a string in {0, 1}m.

Remark 3.1 (Polynomial Stretch.). We say that an sPRG has polynomial stretch if τ > 1
for some constant τ .

Remark 3.2 (On poly(λ) multiplicative factor in the seed length.). As opposed to a stan-
dard Boolean PRG definition where the length of the output is set to be nτ where n is
the seed length, we allow the length of the seed to increase multiplicatively by a fixed
polynomial poly in a parameter λ. Looking ahead, one should view n as an arbitrary large
polynomial in λ, and hence sPRG will be expanding in length.

Definition 3.2 (Security of sPRG). A structured-seed Boolean PRG, sPRG, satisfies

(T (λ), γ(λ))-pseudorandomness: the following distributions are (T, γ) indistinguishable.

{I, P, Eval(I, P ) | I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n), sd← SdSamp(I)}
{I, P, r | I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n), sd← SdSamp(I), r ← {0, 1}m(n)}

Definition 3.3 (Complexity and degree of sPRG). Let d ∈ N, let λ ∈ N and n = n(λ) be
arbitrary positive polynomial in λ, and p = p(λ) denote a prime modulus which is an efficiently
computable function in λ. Let C be a complexity class. A sPRG has complexity C in the public seed
and degree d in private seed over Zp, denoted as, sPRG ∈ (C, deg d), if for every I in the support
of IdSamp(1λ, 1n), there exists an algorithm ProcessI in C and an m(n)-tuple of polynomials QI

that can be efficiently generated from I , such that for all sd in the support of SdSamp(I), it holds
that:

Eval(I, sd) = QI(P , S) over Zp , P = ProcessI(P ) ,

where QI has degree 1 in P and degree d in S.

We remark that the above definition generalizes the standard notion of families of
PRGs in two aspects: 1) the seed consists of a public part and a private part, jointly sam-
pled and arbitrarily correlated, and 2) the seed may not be uniform. Therefore, we obtain
the standard notion as a special case.

Definition 3.4 (Pseudo-Random Generators, degree, and locality). A (uniform-seed) Boolean
PRG (PRG) is an sPRG with a seed sampling algorithm SdSamp(I) that outputs a public seed P
that is an empty string and a uniformly random private seed S ← {0, 1}n, where the polynomial
poly is fixed to be 1.

Let d, c ∈ N. The PRG has multilinear degree d if for every n ∈ N and I in the support of
IdSamp(1n), we have that Eval(I, sd) can be written as an m(n)-tuple of degree-d polynomials
over Z in S. It has constant locality c if for every n ∈ N and I in the support of IdSamp(1n), every
output bit of Eval(I, sd) depends on at most c bits of S.
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4 Construction of Structured Seed PRG

In this section, we construct a family of structured-seed PRGs whose evaluation has de-
gree 2 in the private seed, and constant degree in the public seed.

Theorem 4.1. Let λ be the security parameter. Let d ∈ N, δ ∈ (0, 1), τ > 1 be arbitrary constants
and n = poly(λ) be an arbitrary positive non-constant polynomial.

Then, assuming the following:

• the existence of a constant locality Boolean PRG with stretch τ > 1 and multilinear degree
d over Z, and,

• LPN(`, n, r, p)-assumption holds with respect to dimension ` = n1/d d
2
e, error rate r = `−δ,

there exists an sPRG with polynomial stretch in (deg (d + 1), deg 2) that is γ-pseudorandom for
every constant γ > 0. Additionally, if both assumptions are subexponentially secure, then, sPRG
is subexponentially γ-pseudorandom for every constant γ > 0.

Technical Overview. Let PRG = (IdSamp,Eval) be the Boolean PRG with multilinear
degree d and stretch τ . Our sPRG will simply evaluate PRG on an input σ ∈ {0, 1}n and
return its output y ∈ {0, 1}m where m = nτ . The challenge stems from the fact that the
evaluation algorithm EvalI(σ) of PRG has degree d in its private seed σ, but the evaluation
algorithm Eval′I(P, S) of sPRG can only have degree 2 in the private seed S. To resolve this,
we pre-process σ into appropriate public and private seeds (P, S) and leverage the LPN
assumption over Zp to show that the seed is hidden.

Towards this, sPRG uses a λ-bit prime p and “encrypts” the seed σ using LPN samples
over Zp as follows:

Sample: A← Z`×np , s← Z1×`
p , e← D1×n

r (p)

Add to the function index I ′: A
Add to public seed P : b = sA+ e+ σ

It follows directly from the LPN over Zp assumption that (A, b) is pseudorandom and
hides σ. Furthermore, due to the sparsity of LPN noises, the vector σ + e differs from σ
only at a `−δ fraction of components – thus it is a sparsely erroneous version of the seed.

Given such “encryption”, by applying previous techniques [AJL+19, JLMS19, JLS19,
GJLS20] that work essentially by “replacing monomials” – previous works replace mono-
mials in the PRG seed with polynomials in the LWE secret, and we here replace the mono-
mials in the erroneous seed with polynomials in the LPN secret – we can compute PRG

on the erroneous seed σ + e via a polynomial map G(1)= (G
(1)
1 , . . . , G

(1)
m ) that depends on

A and has degree d in the public component b and only degree 2 in all possible degree dd
2
e

monomials in s. (Each polynomial G(1)
j denotes the polynomial computing the jth output

coordinate.) More precisely,

y′ = EvalI
(
σ + e

)
= G(1)

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e)
)
, s = s||1 (1)
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where for any vector v, we denote by v⊗k the tensoring of the vector v with itself k times,
yielding a vector of dimension dim(v)k. In particular, observe that by setting the dimen-
sion ` of secret s sufficiently small, the polynomial map G(1) can be expanding; namely,
set `(n) so that dim((b, s⊗d

d
2
e)) =

(
n+ `d

d
2
e
)
� m = nτ . The reasoning behind comparing

the number of output bits m with the number of field elements in the seed of sPRG is that
if dim((b, s⊗d

d
2
e))� m, then, we have polynomial expansion because the the length of the

modulus p is O(λ) bits which can be asymptotically smaller than the seed length n.
However, a new problem arises: even though the degree fits, G(1) only evaluates an

erroneous output y′ = EvalI(σ+e), but we want to obtain the correct output y = EvalI(σ).
To correct errors, we further modify the polynomial and include more pre-processed in-
formation in the private seeds. Our key observation is the following: Because LPN noises
are sparse, and because EvalI has only constant locality, only a few outputs depend on
erroneous seed locations. We refer to them as bad outputs and let BAD denote the set
of their indices. By a simple Markov argument, the number of bad outputs is bounded
by T = m logn

`δ
with probability 1 − o(1). Leveraging this sparsity, our sPRG corrects bad

outputs using the method described below. In the low probability event where there are
greater than T bad outputs, it simply outputs 0. This in particular means that we lose
o(1) in the security advantage, but we deal with this issue later by relying on security
amplification.

We describe a sequence of ideas that lead to the final correction method, starting with
two wrong ideas that illustrate the difficulties we will overcome.

• The first wrong idea is correcting by adding the difference Corr = y − y′ between
the correct and erroneous outputs, y = EvalI(σ) and y′ = EvalI(σ + e); we refer to
Corr as the correction vector. To obtain the correct output, evaluation can compute the
polynomial map G(1)

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e)
)

+ Corr. The problem is that Corr must be included
in the seed, but it is as long as the output and would kill expansion.

• To fix expansion, the second wrong idea is adding correction only for bad outputs,
so that the seed only stores non-zero entries in Corr, which is short (bounded by T
elements). More precisely, the j’th output can be computed as G(1)

j

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e)
)

+
Corrj if output j is bad and without adding Corrj otherwise. This fixes expansion,
but now the evaluation polynomial depends on the location of bad outputs. If these
locations are included in public information, this would leak information of the
location of LPN noises, and jeopardize security. If on the other hand the locations
are included in the private seed, then it is unclear how to maintain the requirement
that the polynomial map computes only a degree 2 polynomial in the private seed.

These two wrong ideas illustrate the tension between the expansion and security of
our sPRG. Our construction takes care of both, by compressing the correction vector Corr
to be polynomially shorter than the output and stored in the seed, and expanding it back
during evaluation in a way that is oblivious of the location of bad output bits. This is pos-
sible thanks to the sparsity of the correction vector and the allowed degree 2 computation
on the private seed. Let’s first illustrate our ideas in two simple cases.
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Simple Case 1: Much fewer than
√
m bad outputs. Suppose hypothetically that the num-

ber of bad outputs is bounded by z which is much smaller than
√
m. Thus, if we

convert Corr into a
√
m ×

√
m matrix6, it has low rank z. We can then factorize Corr

into two matrixes U and V of dimensions
√
m × z and z ×

√
m respectively, such

that Corr = UV, and compute the correct output as follows:

∀j ∈ [m], G
(2)
j

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e, U,V)

)
= G

(1)
j

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e)
)

+ (UV)kj ,lj ,

where (kj, lj) is the corresponding index of the output bit j, in the
√
m×
√
m matrix.

When z �
√
m, the matrices U,V have 2z

√
m field elements, which is polynomially

smaller than m = nτ . As such, G(2) is expanding.

Moreover, observe that G(2) has only degree 2 in the private seed and is completely
oblivious of where the bad outputs are.

Simple Case 2: Evenly spread bad outputs. The above method however cannot handle
more than

√
m bad outputs, whereas the actual number of bad outputs can be up

to T = m(log n)/`δ, much larger than
√
m since δ is an arbitrarily small constant.

Consider another hypothetical case where the bad outputs are evenly spread in the
following sense: Suppose that if we divide the matrix Corr into m/`δ blocks, each
of dimension `δ/2 × `δ/2, there are at most log n bad outputs in each block. In this
case, we can “compress” each block of Corr separately using the idea from case 1.
More specifically, for every block i ∈ [m/`δ], we factor it into UiVi, with dimensions
`δ/2 × log n and log n× `δ/2 respectively, and correct bad outputs as follows:

∀j ∈ [m], G
(2)
j

(
b ,
(
s⊗d

d
2
e, (Ui,Vi)i∈[m

`δ
]

))
= G

(1)
j

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e)
)

+ (UijVij)kj ,lj ,

where ij is the block that output j belongs to, and (kj, lj) ∈ [`δ/2] × [`δ/2] is its index
within this block. We observe that G(2) is expanding, since each matrix Ui or Vi has
`δ/2 log n field elements, and the total number of elements is `δ/2 log n · m

`δ
which is

polynomially smaller than m as long as δ is positive and m is polynomially related
to `. Moreover, G(2) is oblivious of the location of bad outputs just as in case 1.

At this point, it is tempting to wish that bad outputs must be evenly spread given that
the LPN noises occur at random locations. This is, however, not true because the input-
output dependency graph of PRG is arbitrary, and the location of bad outputs are corre-
lated. Consider the example that every output bit of PRG depends on the first seed bit.
With probability 1

`δ
it is erroneous and so are all outputs. In fact, the situation can be

even worse: Suppose that the PRG output dependency graph is such that for the first
K = `δ · log2 n seed bits, the i’th seed bit impacts all the output positions in the i’th block.
In this case, with overwhelming probability, one of the first K seed bits would be error-
neous, and hence at least one block will be completely corrupt.

To overcome this, our final idea is to “force” the even spreading of the bad outputs,
by assigning them randomly into B buckets, and then compress the correction vector
corresponding to each bucket.

6Any injective mapping from a vector to a matrix that is efficient to compute and invert will do.
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Step 1: Randomly assign outputs. We assign the outputs into B buckets, via a random
mapping φbkt : [m] → [B]. The number of buckets is set to B = mt/`δ where t
is a slack parameter set to λ. By a Chernoff-style argument, we can show that each
bucket contains at most t2`δ output bits, and at most t of them are bad, except with
negligible probability in t = λ. As such, bad outputs are evenly spread among a
small number of not-so-large buckets.

Step 2: Compress the buckets. Next, we organize each bucket i into a matrix Mi of di-
mension t`δ/2 × t`δ/2 and then compute its factorization Mi = UiVi with respect to
matrices of dimensions t`δ/2 × t and t × t`δ/2 respectively. To form matrix Mi, we
use another mapping φind : [m] → [t`δ/2] × [t`δ/2] to assign each output bit j to an
index (kj, lj) in the matrix of the bucket ij it is assigned to. This assignment must
guarantee that no two output bits in the same bucket (assigned according to φbkt)
have the same index; other than that, it can be arbitrary. (Mi)k,l is set to Corrj if there
is j such that φbkt(j) = i and φind(j) = (k, l), and set to 0 if no such j exists. Since
every matrix Mi has at most t non-zero entries, we can factor them and compute the
correct output as:

∀j ∈ [m], G
(2)
j

(
b ,
(
s⊗d

d
2
e, (Ui,Vi)i∈[B]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

)
= G

(1)
j

(
b , (s⊗d

d
2
e)
)

+ (Uφbkt(j) ·Vφbkt(j))φind(j) ,

G(2) is expanding, because the number of field elements in Ui’s and Vi’s are much
smaller than m, namely: 2t2`δ/2B = O(mλ3/`δ/2) � m, if ` is a large enough poly-
nomial in λ. Note that it is important that the assignments φbkt and φind are not
included in the seed as their description is as long as the output. Fortunately, they
are reusable and can be included in the function index I ′ = (I,A, φbkt, φind).

Step 3: Zeroize if uneven buckets. Finally, to deal with the low probability event that
some bucket is assigned more than t2`δ outputs or contains more than t bad outputs,
we introduce a new variable called flag. If either of the conditions above occur, our
sPRG sets flag = 0 and outputs zero. We then include flag in the public seed and
augment the evaluation polynomial as follow:

∀j ∈ [m], G
(3)
j

(
(b, flag)︸ ︷︷ ︸

P

, S
)

= flag ·G(2)
j (b, S) .

This is our final evaluation polynomial. It has constant degree d + 1 in the public
seed P , degree 2 in the private seed S, and expansion similar to that of G(2). For
security, observe that the polynomial map G(3) is independent of the location of
LPN noises, while the public seed leaks 1-bit of information through flag, which
can be simulated efficiently via leakage simulation. Therefore, by the LPN over Zp
assumption, the seed σ of PRG is hidden and the security of PRG ensures that the
output is pseudorandom when it is not zeroized. We now proceed to the formal
construction and proof.
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Construction. We now formally describe our scheme. Assume the premise of the the-
orem. Let (IdSamp,Eval) be the function index sampling algorithm and evaluation algo-
rithm for the PRG. Recall that its seed consists of only a private seed sampled uniformly
at random.

We first introduce and recall some notation. The construction is parameterized by

• the security parameter λ,

• the input length n and output length m = nτ of the PRG,

• the stretch τ > 1 and degree d of PRG,

• the LPN secret dimension ` = n1/dd/2e and modulus p, which is a λ bit prime,

• a threshold T = m · log n/`δ, of the number of bad outputs that can be tolerated,

• a slack parameter t used for bounding the capacity of and number of bad outputs in
each bucket, which is set to t = λ,

• a parameter B = m · t/`δ that indicates the number of buckets used, and

• a parameter c = t2`δ that indicates the capacity of each bucket.

I ′ ← IdSamp′(1λ, 1n
′
): (Note that the PRG seed length n below is an efficiently computable

polynomial in n′, and can be inferred from the next seed sampling algorithm. See
Claim 4.1 for the exact relationship between n and n′.)
Sample I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n) and A ← Z`×np . Prepare two functions φ = (φbkt, φind) as
follows:

• Sample a random function φbkt : [m] → [B] mapping every output location to
one of B buckets. Let φ−1bkt(i) for i ∈ [B] denote the set of preimages of i through
φbkt. This set contains all outputs assigned to the bucket i.

• Prepare φind : [m]→ [
√
c]× [

√
c] in two cases:

– If some bucket exceeds capacity, that is, there exists i ∈ [B] such that |φ−1bkt(i)| >
c, set φind to be a constant function always outputting (1, 1).

– Otherwise if all buckets are under capacity, for every index j ∈ [m], φind maps
j to a pair of indexes (kj, lj) ∈ [

√
c] × [

√
c], under the constraint that two

distinct output bits j1 6= j2 that are mapped into the same bucket φbkt(j1) =
φbkt(j2) must have distinct pairs of indices φind(j1) 6= φind(j2).

Output I ′ = (I,φ = (φbkt, φind),A).

sd← SdSamp′(I ′): Generate the seed as follows:

• Sample a PRG seed σ ← {0, 1}n.

• Prepare samples of LPN over Zp: Sample s← Z1×`
p , e← D1×n

r (p), and set

b = sA+ σ + e .
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• Find indices i ∈ [n] of seed bits where σ + e and σ differ, which are exactly
these indices where e is not 0, and define:

ERR = {i | σi + ei 6= σi} = {i | ei 6= 0} .

We say a seed index i is erroneous if i ∈ ERR. Since LPN noise is sparse, errors
are sparse.

• Find indices j ∈ [m] of outputs that depend on one or more erroneous seed
indices. Let Varsj denote the indices of seed bits that the j’th output of EvalI
depends on. Define:

BAD = {j | |Varsj ∩ ERR| ≥ 1} .

We say an output index j is bad if j ∈ BAD, and good otherwise.

• Set flag = 0 if

1. Too many bad output bits: |BAD| > T ,
2. or Some bucket exceeds capacity: ∃i ∈ [B], |φ−1bkt(i)| > c,
3. or Some bucket contains too many bad outputs: ∃i ∈ [B], |φ−1bkt(i) ∩ BAD| > t.

Otherwise, set flag = 1.

• Compute the outputs of PRG on input the correct seed and the erroneous seed,
y = EvalI(σ) and y′ = EvalI(σ + e). Set the correction vector Corr = y − y′.

• Construct matrices M1, . . . ,MB, by setting

∀j ∈ [m],
(
Mφbkt(j)

)
φind(j)

= Corrj

Every other entry is set to 0.

• “Compress” matrices M1, . . . ,MB as follows:

– If flag = 1, for every i ∈ [B] compute factorization

Mi = UiVi, Ui ∈ Z
√
c×t

p , Vi ∈ Zt×
√
c

p

This factorization exists because when flag = 1, condition 3 above implies
that each Mi has at most t nonzero entries, and hence rank at most t.

– If flag = 0, for every i ∈ [B], set Ui and Vi to be 0 matrices.

• Set the public seed to

P = (b, flag) .

• Prepare the private seed S as follows. Let s = s||1.

S =
(
s⊗d

d
2
e, {Ui,Vi}i∈[B]

)
(2)

Output sd = (P, S) as Zp elements.
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y → Eval′(I ′, sd): Compute y ← Eval(I,σ), and output z = flag · y. This computation is
done via a polynomial map G(3) described below that has constant degree d + 1 in
the public seed and only degree 2 in the private seed, that is,

Eval′(I ′, sd) = flag · y = flag · EvalI(σ) = G(3)(P, S) .

We next define G(3) using intermediate polynomials G(1) and G(2).

• Every output bit of Eval is a linear combination of degree dmonomials (without
loss of generality, assume that all monomials have exactly degree d which can
be done by including 1 in the seed σ).

Notation Let us introduce some notation for monomials. A monomial h on a
vector a is represented by the set of indices h = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} of variables used
in it. h evaluated on a is

∏
i∈h ai if h 6= ∅ and 1 otherwise. We will use the

notation ah =
∏

i∈h ai. We abuse notation to also use a polynomial g to denote
the set of monomials involved in its computation; hence h ∈ g says monomial
h has a nonzero coefficient in g.

With the above notation, we can write Eval as

∀j ∈ [m], yj = Evalj(σ) = Lj((σh)h∈Evalj) , for a linear Lj .

• (A, b = sA + x) in the public seed encodes x = σ + e. Therefore, we can
compute every monomial xv as follows:

xi = 〈ci, s〉 ci = −aT
i ||bi, ai is the ith column ofA

xv = 〈⊗i∈vci, ⊗i∈vs〉

(Recall that ⊗i∈vzi = zi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ zik if v = {i1, . . . , ik} and is not empty; other-
wise, it equals 1.) Combining with the previous step, we obtain a polynomial
G(1)(b, S) that computes Eval(σ + e):

G
(1)
j (b, S) := Lj

(
(〈⊗i∈vci, ⊗i∈vs〉)v∈Evalj

)
. (3)

Note thatG(1) implicitly depends onA contained in I ′. Since all relevant mono-
mials v have degree d, we have that G(1) has degree at most d in P , and degree
2 in S. The latter follows from the fact that S contains s⊗d

d
2
e (see Equation (1)),

and hence S ⊗ S contains all monomials in s of total degrees d.
Since only bad outputs depend on erroneous seed bits such that σi+ei 6= σi, we
have that the output of G(1) agrees with the correct output y = Eval(σ) on all
good output bits.

∀j 6∈ BAD, Evalj(σ) = G
(1)
j (b, S) .
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• To further correct bad output bits, we add to G(1) all the expanded correction
vectors as follows:

G
(2)
j (P, S) := G

(1)
j (b, S) +

(
Uφbkt(j)Vφbkt(j)

)
φind(j)

= G
(1)
j (b, S) +

(
Mφbkt(j)

)
φind(j)

.

We have that G(2) agrees with the correct output y = Eval(σ) if flag = 1. This is
because under the three conditions for flag = 1, every entry j in the correction
vector Corrj is placed at entry

(
Mφbkt(j)

)
φind(j)

. Adding it back as above produces
the correct output.
Observe that the function is quadratic in S and degree d in the public compo-
nent of the seed P .

• When flag = 0, however, sPRG needs to output all zero. This can be done by
simply multiplying flag to the output of G(2), giving the final polynomial

G(3)(P, S) = flag ·G(2)(P, S) . (4)

At last, G(3) has degree d+1 in the public seed, and only degree 2 in the private
seed, as desired.

Analysis of Stretch. We derive a set of constraints, under which sPRG has polynomial
stretch. Recall that PRG output length is m = nτ , degree d, LPN secret dimension ` =
n1/dd/2e, modulus p a λ-bit prime, and the slack parameter t = λ.

Claim 4.1. For the parameters as set in the Construction, sPRG has stretch of τ ′ for some constant
τ ′ > 1.

Proof. Let’s start by analyzing the length of the public and private seeds.

• The public seed contains P = (b, flag) and has bit length

|P | = O(n log p) = O(n · λ) .

• The private seed S contains S1, S2 as follows:

S1 = s⊗d
d
2
e, S2 = {Ui,Vi}i∈[B] .

The bit-lengths are:

|S1| =(`+ 1)dd/2e log p

=O
(
n

1
dd/2e

)dd/2e
log p = O(n · λ) by ` = ndd/2e, log p = λ

|S2| =2B · t ·
√
c · log p

=
2mt

`δ
· t · t`δ/2 · log p =

2mt3 log p

`δ/2
by B =

mt

`δ
, c = t2`δ

=
2mλ4

`δ/2
by t = log p = λ
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Because `δ/2 = n
δ

2d d2 e and m = nτ , we have:

|sd| = |P |+ |S1|+ |S2| = O((n+ n
τ− δ

2d d2 e ) · λ4)

We set n′ = O(n + n
τ− δ

2d d2 e ), therefore m = n′τ
′

for some τ ′ > 1. This concludes the
proof.

Proof of Pseudorandomness We prove the following proposition which implies that
sPRG is γ-pseudorandom for any constant γ. Note that we only shoot for security with
an advantage γ for an arbitrarily small constant γ > 0, as opposed to standard negl advan-
tage. This is sufficient for the purpose of building iO due to known security amplification
theorems [AJS18, AJL+19, JKMS20], as we describe in the next section.

Proposition 4.1. Let `, n, r, p be defined as above. For any running time T = T (λ) ∈ N, if

• LPN(`, n, r, p) is (T, εLPN)-indistinguishable for advantage εLPN = o(1), and

• PRG is (T, εPRG)-pseudorandom for advantage εPRG = o(1),

sPRG satisfies that for every constant γ ∈ (0, 1), the following two distributions are (T, γ)-
indistinguishable.{

(I,φ,A, b, flag, z) : (I, φ, A)← IdSamp′(1n
′
), (P, S)← SdSamp′(I ′), z ← Eval′(I, sd)

}
{

(I,φ,A, b, flag, r) : (I, φ, A)← IdSamp′(1n
′
), (P, S)← SdSamp′(I ′), r ← {0, 1}m

}
,

(Recall that P = (b, flag).)

We start with some intuition behind the proposition. Observe first that if flag is re-
moved, the above two distributions becomes truly indistinguishable. This follows from
the facts that i) I andφ are completely independent of (A, b, z) or (A, b, r), and ii) (A, b, z)
and (A, b, r) are indistinguishable following from the LPN over Zp assumption and the
pseudorandomness of PRG. The latter indistinguishability is the heart of the security of
sPRG, and is captured in Lemma 4.2 below. Towards the proposition, we need to addi-
tional show that publishing flag does not completely destroy the indistinguishability. This
follows from the facts that i) flag is only 0 with sub-constant probability, and ii) it can be
viewed as a single bit leakage of the randomness used for sampling the rest of the distri-
butions, and can be simulated efficiently by the leakage simulation lemma, Theorem 2.1.
The formal proof of the proposition below presents the details.

Lemma 4.2. Let G : {0, 1}1×n → {0, 1}1×m(n) be a (T, εPRG)-secure pseudorandom genera-
tor. Assume that LPN(`, n, r, p) is (T, εLPN)-secure. Then the following two distributions are
(T, εLPN + εPRG)-indistinguishable:

D1 =
{

(A, b = s ·A+ e+ σ, G(σ)) : A← Z`×np ; s← Z1×`
p ; e← D1×n

r (p); σ ← {0, 1}1×n
}

D2 =
{

(A, u, w) : A← Z`×np ; u← Z1×n
p ; w ← {0, 1}1×m(n)

}
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Proof. We introduce one intermediate distribution D′ defined as follows:

D′ =
{

(A, u, G(σ)) : A← Z`×np ; u← Z1×n
p ; σ ← {0, 1}n

}
Now observe that D′ is (T, εLPN)-indistinguishable to D1 following immediately from the
(T, εLPN)-indistinguishability of the LPN(`, n, r, p) assumption. Finally, observe that D′
is (T, εPRG)-indistinguishable to D2 due to (T, εPRG)-security of G. Therefore, the lemma
holds.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. We now list a few hybrids H0,H1,H2,H3, where the first one cor-
responds to the first distribution in the proposition, and the last one corresponds to the
second distribution in the proposition. We abuse notation to also use Hi to denote the
output distribution of the hybrid. Let γ be the claimed advantage of the adversary A,
running in time Tq(λ) for a polynomial q. Let Dφ,I denote the the distribution that sam-
ples the functions φ.

Hybrid H0 samples (I ′, P,y) honestly as in the first distribution, that is,

Sample: A← Z`×np , s← Z1×`
p , e← D1×n

r (p), σ ← {0, 1}n

I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n), y = EvalI(σ), φ← Dφ,I
Output: I, φ, A, b = sA+ e+ σ, flag · y

where flag = 1 iff:
1) |BAD| ≤ T and,
2) ∀i ∈ [B], |φ−1bkt(i) ∩ BAD| ≤ t and,

3) ∀i ∈ [B], |φ−1bkt(i)| ≤ `δ · t2.

Note that the value of flag is correlated with that of (I,φ,A, b,y). Therefore, flag can
be viewed as a single-bit leakage of the randomness used for sampling (I,φ,A, b,y).

Hybrid H1 instead of generating flag honestly, first samples X = (I,φ,A, b,y) honestly,
and then invokes the leakage simulation lemma, Lemma 2.1, to simulate flag using
X , for Tq(λ) + poly(λ) time adversaries with at most γ

3
advantage. Let Sim be the

simulator given by Theorem 2.1.

Sample: A← Z`×np , s← Z1×`
p , e← D1×n

r (p), σ ← {0, 1}n,
I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n), y = EvalI(σ), φ← Dφ,I

Output: I, φ, A, b = sA+ e+ σ, flag · y
where flag = Sim(I,φ,A, b,y)

The leakage simulation lemma guarantees that the running time of Sim is bounded
by O((Tq(λ) + poly(λ)) · 9

γ2
· 21) = Tq′(λ)) for a fixed polynomial q′, and A cannot

distinguish H0 from H1 with advantage more than γ
3
.

Claim 4.2. For any adversary A running in time Tq(n) for some polynomial q,

|Pr[A(H0) = 1]− Pr[A(H1) = 1]| ≤ γ

3
.

Furthermore, the running time of Sim is Tq′(λ) for some polynomial q′.
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This claim is immediate from Lemma 2.1.

Hybrid H2 samplesA, b and y uniformly and randomly.

Sample: A← Z`×np , b← Z1×n
p

I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n), y ← {0, 1}m, φ← Dφ,I
Output: I, φ, A, b, flag · y

where flag = Sim(I,φ,A, b,y)

Lemma 4.2 shows that (A, b,y) generated honestly as in H1 and (A, b,y) sampled all
at random as in H2 are indistinguishable, due to the LPN assumption and the pseu-
dorandomness of PRG. Here the adversary A runs in time Tq(λ) and the simulator
Sim runs in time Tq′(λ) time, for polynomials q, q′. Thus, we get

Claim 4.3. For any adversary A, running in time T , if LPN(`, n, r, p) is (T, εLPN)-secure
and PRG satisfies (T, εPRG)-pseudorandomness, then,

|Pr[A(H1) = 1]− Pr[A(H2) = 1]| ≤ εPRG + εLPN

This claim follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.

Hybrid H3 no longer generates flag and simply outputs the random string y instead of
flag · y.

Sample: A← Z`×np , b← Z1×n
p

I ← IdSamp(1λ, 1n), y ← {0, 1}m, φ← Dφ,I
Output: I,φ, A, b,y

Observe that H2 and H3 are only distinguishable when flag = 0 in H2. By bounding
the probability of flag = 0 in H2, we can show that

Claim 4.4. For any adversary A,

|Pr[A(H2) = 1]− Pr[A(H3) = 1]| ≤ γ

2

The formal proof of this lemma is provided below.

Combining the hybrids above, we conclude that A cannot distinguish H0 and H3 with
advantage more than 5·γ

6
+ εPRG + εLPN < γ, which gives a contradiction. Therefore, the

indistinguishability stated in the proposition holds. We now complete the final remaining
piece – the proof of Claim 4.4.

Proof of Claim 4.4. This indistinguishability is statistical. We start with showing that the
probability that flag = 0 in H0 is O( 1

logn
). Towards this, we bound probability of all three

conditions for setting flag = 0 and then apply the union bound.
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• Pr[|BAD| > T ] ≤ O( 1
logn

). Observe that by the fact that EvalI has constant locality
in σ, the probability that any single output bit j ∈ [m] is bad is bounded by O(`−δ),
where `−δ is the rate of LPN noises. Therefore, the expected number of bad output
bits is

E[|BAD|] =
O(1)m

`δ
.

Thus by Markov’s inequality,

Pr[|BAD| > T ] ≤ 1

T
· O(1)m

`δ
=
O(1)

log n
by T =

m · log n

`δ
.

• For any i ∈ [B], Prφbkt
[
|φ−1bkt(i) ∩ BAD| > t | |BAD| ≤ T

]
≤ negl(n). Suppose |BAD| =

T ′ where T ′ ≤ T , and since φbkt : [m]→ [B] is a random function, we have:

Pr
φbkt

[
|φ−1bkt(i) ∩ BAD| > t | |BAD| = T ′

]
≤
(
T ′

t

)
· 1

Bt

≤
(
e · T ′

t

)t
· 1

Bt
by Stirling’s approximation

≤
(e
t

)t
≤ e−t by T ′ < T < B

= negl(λ) by t = λ

• For any i ∈ B, Prφbkt [|φ−1bkt(i)| > `δ · t2] ≤ negl(λ). Since φbkt is a random function,

Pr
φbkt

[
|φ−1bkt(i)| > t2 · `δ

]
≤
(

m

`δ · t2

)
·
(

1

B

)`δ·t2
≤
( e ·m
`δ · t2

)`δ·t2
·
(

1

B

)`δ·t2
by Stirling’s approximation

=
( e ·m
B · `δ · t2

)`δ·t2
≤
(

1

t2

)`δ·t2
by B =

mt

`δ
>
em

`δ

≤ t−2t
2

= negl(λ) by `δ > 1 and t = λ

Applying the three observations above, from a union bound it follows that Pr[flag =
0] = O( 1

logn
).

Next, for adversaries of run time Tq(λ), Claim 4.2 shows that H0 and H1 cannot be
distinguished with advantage more than γ

3
, and Claim 4.3 shows that H1 and H2 cannot

be distinguished with advantage more than εPRG + εLPN, which is sub-constant. Therefore,
the probability that flag = 0 in H2 is upper bounded by

Pr[flag = 0 in H2] ≤
O(1)

log n
+
γ

3
+ εPRG + εLPN ≤

γ

2
.
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Finally, we upper bound the statistical distance between H2 and H3, which is

SD(H2,H3) =
1

2
·

∑
(I,φ,A,b,y)

∣∣∣Pr[H2 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]− Pr[H3 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]
∣∣∣ .

For b ∈ {0, 1}, let Fb be the set of tuples (I,A, b,y) that generate flag = b through Sim,

Fb = {(I,φ,A, b,y) | Sim((I,φ,A, b,y) = b} .

Then, we have:

SD(H2,H3) =
1

2
·

∑
(I,φ,A,b,y)∈F0

∣∣∣Pr[H2 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]− Pr[H3 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]
∣∣∣

+
1

2
·

∑
(I,φ,A,b,y)∈F1

∣∣∣Pr[H2 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]− Pr[H3 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]
∣∣∣

=
1

2
·

∑
(I,φ,A,b,y)∈F0

∣∣∣Pr[H2 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]− Pr[H3 = (I,φ,A, b,y)]
∣∣∣

≤ Pr[flag = 0 in H2] ≤
γ

2

where the second equality follows from the fact that in H2 and H3 the probability of out-
puting a tuple (I ′,φ,A, b,y) that belongs to F1, or equivalently generates flag = 1 via Sim,
is the same. This concludes the proof of the Claim 4.4.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.

5 Bootstrapping to Indistinguishability Obfuscation

We now describe a pathway to iO and FE for all circuits.

From Structured-Seed PRG to Perturbation Resilient Generator. Starting from structured-
seed PRG, we show how to construct perturbation resilient generators, denoted as ∆RG.
∆RG is the key ingredient in several recent iO constructions [AJL+19, JLMS19, JLS19].
Roughly speaking, they have the same syntax as structured-seed PRGs with the notable
difference that it has integer outputs y of polynomial magnitude; further, they only sat-
isfy weak pseudorandomness called perturbation resilience guaranteeing that y + β for
arbitrary adversarially chosen small integer vector β is weakly indistinguishable from y
itself. Here, by weak indistinguishability we mean that the distinguishing advantage of
every adversary of some bounded subexponential size is required to be bounded by some
constant γ ∈ (0, 1) as opposed to a negligible function. The formal definition of ∆RG is
provided in Definition 5.1 in Section 5.1.

Theorem 5.1 (sPRG to ∆RG, proven in Section 5.1). Let C be a complexity class, λ ∈ N the
security parameter, γ ∈ (0, 1), and τ > 1. Assume the existence of a (subexponentially) γ-
pseudorandom sPRG in (C, deg d) with stretch τ . For any constant 0 < τ ′ < τ , there exists a
(subexponentially) (2γ +O( 1

λ
))-perturbation resilient ∆RG in (C, deg d) with a stretch τ ′.
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From Perturbation Resilient Generator to Weak FE for NC0. It was shown in [AJL+19,
JLMS19, JLS19] that ∆RG, along with SXDH, LWE and PRG in NC0, can be used to construct
a secret-key functional encryption scheme for NC0 circuits. The FE scheme supports only
a single secret key for a function with multiple output bits, has weak indistinguishability
security7, and has ciphertexts whose sizes grow sublinearly in the circuit size and linearly
in the input length. Formal definitions of functional encryption schemes are provided in
Section B.

Theorem 5.2 ([AJL+19, JLMS19, JLS19]). Let γ ∈ (0, 1), ε > 0, and D ∈ N be arbitrary
constants. Let λ be a security parameter, p be an efficiently samplable λ bit prime, and k = k(λ)
be a large enough positive polynomial in λ. Assume (subexponential) hardness of

• the SXDH assumption with respect to a bilinear groups of order p,

• the LWE assumption with modulus-to-noise ratio 2k
ε where k = k(λ) is the dimension of

the secret,

• the existence of γ-secure perturbation resilient generators ∆RG ∈ (deg d, deg 2) over Zp
for some constant d ∈ N, with polynomial stretch.

There exists a secret-key functional encryption scheme for NC0 circuits with multilinear degree D
over Z, having

• 1-key, weakly selective8, (subexponential) (γ + negl)-indistinguishability-security, and

• sublinearly compact ciphertext with linear dependency on input length, that is, ci-
phertext size is |ct| = poly(λ)(l + S1−σ), where l is the input length, S the maximum size
of the circuits supported, σ is some constant in (0, 1), and poly depends on D.

For convenient reference, the construction is recalled in Section B.

Remark 5.1 (The alternative public-key route). We remark that the aforementioned con-
struction of secret key FE for NC0 can be easily modified to become public key: The con-
struction makes use of a partially hiding funcitonal encryption scheme, a notion origi-
nally introduced by [GVW12, GVW15]. The resulting FE scheme is public or secret key
depending on whether the underlying partially hiding functional encryption is public or
secret key. Assuming SXDH on bilinear pairing groups, there are constructions of secret
key partially hiding functional encryption schemes [JLMS19, JLS19]. Our main theorem
takes this secret-key route.

Alternatively, we can replace SXDH with a different assumption, namely bilateral k-lin,
which gives public key partially hiding functional encryption schemes [GJLS20, Wee20],
and then public key FE for NC0 with the same parameters. If taking this public key route,
in the following transformations from FE for NC0 to FE and iO for polynomial-size cir-
cuits, we can skip the step of transforming secret-key FE to public-key FE.

7Recall that weak indistinguishability security requires that for any subexponential sized adversary,
running in time bounded by some subexponential, the security advantage is bounded by some constant
γ ∈ (0, 1).

8Weakly selective security of FE means that the adversary has to choose both the challenge input and
function at the beginning of the security game before seeing the key or ciphertexts of the FE scheme. In
contrast, adaptive security allows the adversary to choose the inputs and function adaptively.
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From weak FE for NC0 to Full-Fledged FE for All Polynomial Size Circuits Starting
from the above weak version of secret key functional encryption scheme – weak function
class NC0, weak security, and weak compactness – we apply known transformations to
obtain a full-fledged public key FE scheme for polynomial size circuits, satisfying adaptive
collusion resistant security, and having full compactness.

Theorem 5.3 (Strengthening FE). Let γ ∈ (0, 1). Let λ ∈ N be a security parameter and k(λ)
be a large enough positive polynomial. Assume the (subexponential) hardness of

• the LWE assumption with modulus-to-noise ratio 2k
ε where k = k(λ) is the dimension of

the secret, and

• the existence of Boolean PRGs in NC0 with polynomial stretch and multilinear degree d ∈ N
over Z.

There are the following transformations:

1. STARTING POINT.

Suppose there is a secret-key functional encryption scheme for NC0 circuits with multilinear
degree (3d+2) over Z, having 1-key, weakly selective, (subexponential) γ-indistinguishability
security, and sublinearly compact ciphertext and linear dependency on input length.

2. LIFTING FUNCTION CLASS [AJS15, LV16, LIN16].

There exists a secret-key functional encryption scheme for polynomial size circuits, having
1-key, weakly selective, (subexponential) (γ + negl)-indistinguishability security, and sub-
linearly compact ciphertexts, that is, |ct| = poly(λ, l)S1−σ.

3. SECURITY AMPLIFICATION [AJS18, AJL+19, JKMS20].

There exists a secret-key functional encryption scheme for polynomial-size circuits, having
1-key, weakly selective, (subexponentially) (negl-)indistinguishability security, and sublin-
early compact ciphertexts.

4. SECRET KEY TO PUBLIC KEY, AND SUBLINEAR CIPHERTEXT TO SUBLINEAR EN-
CRYPTION TIME [BNPW16, LPST16, GKP+13].

There exists a public-key functional encryption scheme for polynomial size circuits, hav-
ing 1-key, weakly selective, (subexponentially) indistinguishability security, and sublinear
encryption time TEnc = poly(λ, l)S1−σ.

5. 1-KEY TO COLLUSION RESISTANCE [GS16, LM16, KNT18]

There exists a public-key functional encryption scheme for polynomial-size circuits, having
collusion resistant, adaptive, (subexponentially) indistinguishability security, and encryp-
tion time TEnc = poly(λ, l).

FE to IO Transformation Finally, we rely on the FE to IO transformation to obtain iO.

Theorem 5.4 ([AJ15, BV15a]). Assume the existence of a public-key functional encryption scheme
for polynomial-size circuits, having 1-key, weakly selective, subexponentially indistinguishability
security, and sublinear encryption time. Then, (subexponentially secure) iO for polynomial size
circuits exists.
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Putting Pieces Together Combining Theorem 4.1, Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.2, Theorem
5.3, and Theorem 5.4, we get our main result:

Theorem 5.5. Let τ > 1, ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), and d ∈ N be arbitrary constants. Let λ ∈ N be a security
parameter, p be an efficiently samplable λ bit prime, and n = n(λ), ` = `(λ), and k = k(λ) be
large enough positive polynomials in the security parameter. Assume sub-exponential hardness of
the following assumptions:

• the LWE assumption with modulus-to-noise ratio 2k
ε where k is the dimension of the secret,

• the LPN(`, n, `−δ, p) assumption where ` = n
1

d d2 e ,

• the existence of a Boolean PRG in NC0 with polynomial stretch nτ and multilinear degree d
over Z, where n is the seed length, and

• the SXDH assumption with respect to bilinear groups of prime order p.

Then, (subexponentially secure) indistinguishability obfuscation for all polynomial-size circuits
exists. Further, assuming only polynomial security of these assumptions, there exists collusion
resistant, adaptive, and compact public-key functional encryption for all circuits.

5.1 Perturbation Resilient Generators

We recall the definition of perturbation resilient generators from [AJL+19, JLMS19, JLS19].

Definition 5.1 (Syntax of Perturbation Resilient Generators (∆RG) [AJL+19, JLMS19,
JLS19]). Let τ be a positive constant. A perturbation resilient generator ∆RG with stretch τ
is defined by the following PPT algorithms:

• SetupPoly(1λ, 1n, 1B) : takes as input the security parameter λ, a seed length parameter n,
and a bound B, samples a function index I .

• SetupSeed(I) : samples two binary strings, a public seed and a private seed, sd = (P, S).
The combined length of these strings is n · poly(λ, logB).

• Eval(I, sd) : takes as input the index I and the seed sd and computes a string in Zm ∩
[− poly(n,B, λ), poly(n,B, λ)]m, where m = nτ , for some fixed polynomial poly.

Remark 5.2. Similar to an sPRG, we say that ∆RG has polynomial stretch if above τ > 1
for some constant τ .

Remark 5.3. Note that in the definition proposed by [JLMS19, JLS19], the SetupSeed algo-
rithm was not given as input I , however, their results still hold even if SetupSeed is given
I as input.

Definition 5.2 (Security of ∆RG [AJL+19, JLMS19, JLS19]). A perturbation resilient genera-
tor ∆RG satisfies
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(T, γ)-perturbation resilience: For every n = n(λ) a positive non-constant polynomial in the
security parameter λ, and B = B(λ, n) a positive non-constant polynomial in λ and n, and
every sequence {β = βλ}, where β ∈ Zm ∩ [−B,B]m, we require that the following two
distributions are (T (λ), γ(λ))-indistinguishable:

{(I, P, Eval(I, sd, B)) | I ← SetupPoly(1λ, 1n, 1B), sd = (S, P )← SetupSeed(I)}
{(I, P, Eval(I, sd, B) + β) | I ← SetupPoly(1λ, 1n, 1B), sd = (S, P )← SetupSeed(I)}

Definition 5.3 (Complexity and degree of ∆RG). Let d ∈ N, let λ ∈ N and n = n(λ) be
arbitrary positive non-constant polynomial in λ, and p = p(λ) denote a prime modulus which is
an efficiently computable function in λ. Let C be a complexity class. A ∆RG has complexity C
in the public seed and degree d in private seed over Zp, denoted as, ∆RG ∈ (C, deg d), if for any
polynomial B(n, λ) and every I in the support of SetupPoly(1λ, 1n, 1B), there exists an algorithm
ProcessI in C and an m(n)-tuple of polynomials QI that can be efficiently generated from I , such
that for all sd in the support of SetupSeed(I), it holds that:

Eval(I, sd) = QI(P , S) over Zp , P = ProcessI(P ) ,

where QI has degree 1 in P and degree d in S.

We now prove the following proposition, which immediately implies Theorem 5.1.

Proposition 5.1. Assume the existence of a (T, γ)-pseudorandom structured seed PRG, sPRG, in
(C, deg d) with a stretch of τ > 0. Then for any constant 0 < τ ′ < τ , there exists a (T, 2·γ+O( 1

λ
))-

perturbation resilient generator, ∆RG in (C, deg d) with a stretch τ ′.

Construction Sketch. In order to build a ∆RG from sPRG, we will do the following. Let
z = (z1, . . . , zm) be the output of sPRG, where m = nτ for the stretch τ > 1. We construct
a ∆RG with a stretch τ ′ for any constant τ ′ arbitrarily smaller than τ . Let t = dlog2(λ ·
B · nτ ′)e where B is the polynomial bound to be smudged. We divide z into m′ = nτ

′

blocks consisting of t bits. Then for every i ∈ [m′], ith output coordinate of ∆RG is simply
computes yi =

∑
j∈[t] 2

j−1 · z(i−1)·t+j . It discards m−m′ · t = nτ − nτ ′dlog2(λ · B · nτ
′
)e > 0

output bits in z that are unused. This is because m′ � m
t

as t grows logarithmically with
n and τ ′ < τ . The idea is that if z behaves like a random string of length m = nτ , each
output coordinate zi for i ∈ [m′ = nτ

′
] behaves like a random integer in [0, 2t − 1]. This

can then be formalized into a security proof.

Proof. Let sPRG be the given structured-seed PRG with stretch τ . The construction of ∆RG
is as follows.

• ∆RG.SetupPoly(1λ, 1n, 1B) : Run sPRG.IdSamp(1λ, 1n)→ I ′, and output I = (I ′, B, λ, n).

• ∆RG.SetupSeed(I) : Run sPRG.SdSamp(I ′)→ (P, S) and output sd = (P, S).

• ∆RG.Eval(I, sd) : Compute z ← sPRG.Eval(I ′, sd) where z ∈ {0, 1}nτ . Let m′ = nτ
′

and t = dlog2(λ · nτ
′ ·B)e.
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– If m < m′t, there are not enough bits in the output of sPRG. Set y = 01×m′

– Otherwise, for every i ∈ [m′], set yi =
∑

j∈[t] 2
j−1 · z(i−1)·t+j .

Output y.

Stretch: The output length is exactly m′ = nτ
′ , while the seed length is identical to that

of sPRG, namely n poly(λ), as desired.
Further, observe that the output of ∆RG is set to 0 when there are not enough bits

in the output of sPRG, namely m < m′t. It is easy to see that for arbitrary non-constant
positive polynomials n = n(λ) and B = B(λ, n), it holds that t = O(log λ) and hence for
any 0 < τ ′ < τ , m = nτ ≥ m′t = nτ

′
t for sufficiently large λ. In this case, the output of

∆RG is formed by the output of sPRG.

Complexity: We note that ∆RG is in (C, deg d). In the case that m ≥ m′t, ∆RG.Eval(I, sd)
outputs y where yi =

∑
j∈[t] 2

j−1 · z(i−1)·t+j , and z = sPRG.Eval(I ′, sd). Since each yi is a
linear function of z and each zi is degree d in S, y is also degree d in S. Further since each
zi is linear in P = ProcessI(P ) and ProcessI ∈ C, y is also linear in P = ProcessI(P ). In the
other case that m < m′t, the output y = 01×m′ and had degree 0 in both P and S. Overall,
∆RG ∈ (C, deg d).

(T, 2 · γ + O( 1
λ
))-perturbation resilience: Fix a sufficiently large λ ∈ N, positive non-

constant polynomials n = n(λ),B(λ, n)and β = βλ ∈ Zm∩[−B,B]m, and t = log2(λ·nτ
′ ·B).

We now show the perturbation resilience of ∆RG through a sequence of hybrids.

Hybrid H0: In this hybrid, we give to the adversary,

∀i ∈ [m′], yi =
∑
j∈[t]

2j−1 · z(i−1)·t+j + βi , z = sPRG.Eval(I ′, sd) ,

along with the public index I and the public part of the seed P . As observed above,
when n and B are positive non-constant polynomials, and λ is sufficiently large, it
always holds that m ≥ m′t and the output of ∆RG is non-zero and formed as above.
Thus, this hybrid corresponds to the first challenge distribution in the security defi-
nition of ∆RG (Definition 5.2).

Hybrid H1: In this hybrid, we change y to

yi =
∑
j∈[t]

2j−1 · r(i−1)·t+j + βi , r ← {0, 1}nτ .

This hybrid is (T, γ)-indistinguishable to hybrid H0 by the (T, γ)-pseudorandomness
of sPRG.

Hybrid H2: In this hybrid, we change y to

yi = ui + βi , ui ← [0, 2t − 1] .

This hybrid is identical to hybrid H1.
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Hybrid H3: In this hybrid, we change y to

yi = ui , ui ← [0, 2t − 1] .

This hybrid is statistically close to hybrid H2 with the statistical distance bounded
by O(m′ · B

2t−1) = O( 1
n
). This is because each ui is uniform between [0, 2t − 1] and

|βi| ≤ B.

Hybrid H4: In this hybrid, we change y to

yi =
∑
j∈[t]

2j−1 · r(i−1)·t+j , r ← {0, 1}nτ .

The hybrid above is identical to hybrid H3.

Hybrid H5: In this hybrid, we give to the adversary,

yi =
∑
j∈[t]

2j−1 · z(i−1)·t+j , z = sPRG.Eval(I ′, sd) .

This hybrid is (T, γ)-indistinguishable to hybrid H4 by the (T, γ)-pseudorandomness
of sPRG. By the same argument as in hybrid H0, we have m ≥ m′t and the output
of ∆RG is non-zero and exactly as above. Thus, this corresponds to the second
challenge distribution in Definition 5.2.

By a hybrid argument, we get that the total advantage in distinguishing the two challenge
distributions in the security definition of ∆RG is bounded by 2 · γ +O( 1

λ
). This concludes

the proof.
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A Partially Hiding Functional Encryption

We recall the notion of Partially-hiding Functional Encryption (PHFE) schemes; some
of the text in this section is taken verbatim from [GJLS20]. PHFE involves functional
secret keys, each of which is associated with some 2-ary function f , and decryption of a
ciphertext encrypting (x,y) with such a key reveals f(x,y), x, f , and nothing more about
y. Since only the input y is hidden, such an FE scheme is called partially-hiding FE. FE
can be viewed as a special case of PHFE where the public input is the empty string. The
notion was originally introduced by [GVW12] and a similar notion of partially-hiding
predicate encryption was proposed and constructed by [GVW15].

We denote functionality by F : X × Y → Z . The functionality ensemble F as well as
the message ensembles X and Y are indexed by two parameters: n and λ (for example
Fn,λ), where λ is the security parameter and n is a length parameter and can be viewed as
a function of λ.

Definition A.1. (Syntax of a PHFE/FE Scheme.) A secret key partially hiding functional en-
cryption scheme, PHFE, for the functionalityF : X ×Y → Z consists of the following polynomial
time algorithms:

• PPGen(1λ, 1n) : The public parameter generation algorithm is a randomized algorithm that
takes as input n and λ and outputs a string crs.

• Setup(crs): The setup algorithm is a randomized algorithm that on input crs, returns a
master secret key msk.

• Enc(msk, (x, y) ∈ Xn,λ × Yn,λ): The encryption algorithm is a randomized algorithm that
takes in a master secret key and a message (x, y) and returns the ciphertext ct along with the
input x. x is referred to as the public input whereas y is called the private input.

• KeyGen(msk, f ∈ Fn,λ): The key generation algorithm is a randomized algorithms that
takes in a description of a function f ∈ Fn,λ and returns skf , a decryption key for f .

• Dec(skf , (x, ct)): The decryption algorithm is a deterministic algorithm that returns a value
z in Z , or ⊥ if it fails.

A functional encryption scheme is a partially hiding functional encryption scheme, where
Xn,λ = ∅ for all n, λ.

Define three levels of efficiency: let S = S(λ, n) be the maximum size of functions in Fλ,n;
ciphertext ct produced by running PPGen, Setup,Enc honestly as above has the following sizes
with respect to some arbitrary constant ε ∈ (0, 1].

• Sublinear compactness: poly(λ, n)S1−ε

• Sublinear compactness and linear dependency on input length: poly(λ)(n+ S1−ε)

• Linear Efficiency: poly(λ)n

We surpress the public input in notation in the case of functional encryption.
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Definition A.2. (Correctness of a PHFE/FE scheme.) A secret key partially hiding functional
encryption scheme, PHFE, for the functionality F : X × Y → Z is correct if for every λ ∈ N and
every polynomial n(λ) ∈ N, for every (x, y) ∈ Xn,λ × Yn,λ and every f ∈ Fn,λ, we have:

Pr

Dec(skf , x, ct)) = f(x, y)

∣∣∣∣∣
PPGen(1λ, 1n)→ crs
Setup(crs)→ msk
Enc(msk, (x, y))→ (x, ct)
KeyGen(msk, f)→ skf

 = 1

Definition A.3 (Simulation security). A secret-key partially hiding functional encryption scheme
PHFE for functionality F : X × Y → Z is (weakly selective) (T, ε)-SIM secure, if for every posi-
tive polynomials n = n(λ), Qct = Qct(λ), Qsk = Qsk(λ), ensembles {(x, y)}, {{(xi, yi)}i∈[Qct]} in
Xλ,n × Yλ,n and {{fj}j∈[Qsk]} in Fλ,n, the following distributions are (T, ε)-indistinguishable.

(
crs, ct, {cti}i∈[Qct], {skj}j∈[Qsk]

) ∣∣∣∣∣
crs← PPGen(1λ, 1n), msk← Setup(crs)
ct← Enc(msk, (x, y))
∀i ∈ [Qct], cti ← Enc(msk, (xi, yi))
∀j ∈ [Qsk], skj ← KeyGen(msk, fj)


(

crs, c̃t, {c̃ti}i∈[Qct], {s̃kj}j∈[Qsk]

) ∣∣∣∣∣
crs← PPGen(1λ, 1n), m̃sk← S̃etup(crs)

c̃t← Ẽnc1(m̃sk, x)

∀i ∈ [Qct], c̃ti ← Ẽnc2(m̃sk, (xi, yi))

∀j ∈ [Qsk], s̃kj ← KeyGen(m̃sk, fj, fj(x, y))


Definition A.4 (Indistinguishability security). A secret-key functional encryption scheme FE
for functionality F : X → Z is (weakly selective) (T, ε)-IND secure, if for every positive poly-
nomials n = n(λ), Qct = Qct(λ), Qsk = Qsk(λ), ensembles {{xi,0, xi,0}i∈[Qct]} in Xλ,n and
{{fj}j∈[Qsk]} in Fλ,n, the following distributions for b ∈ {0, 1} are (T, ε)-indistinguishable.(crs, {cti}i∈[Qct], {skj}j∈[Qsk]

) ∣∣∣∣∣
crs← PPGen(1λ, 1n), msk← Setup(crs)
∀i ∈ [Qct], cti ← Enc(msk, xi,b)
∀j ∈ [Qsk], skj ← KeyGen(msk, fj)


B Recap of constant-depth functional encryption

We give a self-contained description of a construction of 1-key secret-key FE for NC0 sat-
isfying sublinear compactness with linear dependency on input length, which can be trans-
formed to iO as described in Section 5. We emphasize that the construction of FE for NC0

recalled here was given by prior works [AJL+19, JLMS19, LV16, Lin16]. The purpose of
this appendix is providing a clean and self-contained description of the construction for
convenient lookup, and we omit the security proof.

Consider the class of NC0 functions g : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}m. Such functions can be com-
puted by a multilinear polynomial with 1/-1 coefficient of some constant degree D. We
now describe the FE scheme for computing such functions, which uses the following in-
gredients.
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Ingredients. Let λ be the security parameter and p = p(λ) = O(2λ) an efficiently com-
putable prime modulus.

• LWE over Zp with subexponential modulus to noise ratio 2k
ε where k is the dimen-

sion of LWE secret and ε is some arbitrary constant in (0, 1).

Related parameters are set to:

– We use polynomially large noises: Let χα,B be the truncated discrete gaussian
distribution with parameter α and support [−B,B] ∩ Z, where α ≤ B are set
appropriately and of magnitude poly(λ). As such, the modulus-to-noise ratio
is p/ poly(λ).

– Set the LWE dimension k appropriately k = Θ(λ1/ε) such that the modulus-to-
noise ratio p/ poly(λ) is upper bounded by 2k

ε .

We will use the basic homomorphic encryption scheme by [BV11] based on LWE.
An encryption of a Boolean string x has form A, b = sA + 2e + x over Zp and
supports homomorphic evaluation of constant degree polynomials over Zp (without
relinearization).

• A perturbation resilient generator ∆RG = (SetupPoly, SetupSeed,Eval) with stretch
τ > 1 and complexity (arith-NC1, deg 2) over Zp. Such a ∆RG was constructed in
Section 5, based on Boolean PRGs in NC0 the LPN assumption over Zp.
Related parameters are set to:

– The bound on the noises to be smudged is set to be BD · lD · λ.

– The output length of ∆RG is m, matching the output length of the NC0 compu-
tation.

– The seed length is then n poly(λ) for n = m1/τ .

• A SIM-secure collusion-resistant secret-key scheme for (arith-NC1, deg 2), PHFE =
(PHFE.PPGen,PHFE.Setup,PHFE.Enc,PHFE.KeyGen,PHFE.Dec). This can be built from
the SXDH assumption over asymmetric bilinear groups of order p as presented in
[JLS19].

Related parameters are set to:

– The input length parameter n′ is an efficiently computable function depending
on n, k,D set implicitly in the Enc algorithm below.

Remark B.1. There also exists public-key collusion resistant PHFE schemes for the same
function class (arith-NC1, deg 2) as shown in works [GJLS20, Wee20]. These would enable
to construct a public-key functional encryption scheme for NC0 with sublinear ciphertexts
directly as opposed to the secret-key version that we construct. Assumptions wise, if we
rely on the construction from [Wee20], we could replace SXDH assumption used in our
theorems with bilateral k-Lin assumption instead. The work of [GJLS20] requires both
SXDH and bilateral D-Lin.
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Construction: The NC0-FE scheme FE = (PPGen, Setup,Enc,KeyGen,Dec) is as follows:

crs← PPGen(1λ, 1l): SampleA← Zk×lp , crsPHFE ← PHFE.PPGen(1λ, 1n
′
),

and I ← ∆RG.SetupPoly(1λ, 1n, 1B
D·lD·λ). Output crs = (crsPHFE, I,A).

msk← Setup(crs): Sample mskPHFE ← PHFE.Setup(crsPHFE) and output msk = (mskPHFE, crs).

ct← Enc(msk,x ∈ {0, 1}l):

• Sample (P, S) ← ∆RG.SetupSeed(I). Note that the seed has length |P | + |S| =
n poly(λ).

• Encrypt x as follows: Sample a secret s ← Zkp and noise vector e ← χlα,B, and
compute b = sA+ 2e+ x.

• Let s = (1‖s) and compute s⊗d
D
2
e.

• Set public inputX = (P, b) and private input Y = (S, s⊗d
D
2
e), and encrypt them

using PHFE, ct← PHFE.Enc(msk, (X, Y )).

Output ct.

sk← KeyGen(msk, g): Output a PHFE key skPHFE ← PHFE.KeyGen(msk, G) for the follow-
ing function G.

Function G takes public input X and private input Y and does the following:

• Compute f(x) + 2e′ via a polynomial G(1) that has degree D in X and degree 2
in Y .
Function G(1) is defined as follows: Since f is a degree D multilinear polyno-
mial with 1/-1 coefficients, we have (using the same notation as in Section 4)

∀j ∈ [m], fj(x) = Lj((xv)v∈fj) for some linear Lj with 1/-1 coefficients .

The decryption equation for b is

∀i ∈ [l], xi + 2ei = 〈ci, s〉 ci = −aT
i ||bi, ai is the ith column ofA .

Thus, we have

∀ degree D monomial v, xv + 2ev = 〈⊗i∈vci, ⊗i∈vs〉

∀j ∈ [m], fj(x) + 2e′j = Lj

(
(〈⊗i∈vci, ⊗i∈vs〉)v∈fj

)
e′j = Lj((ev)v∈fj) has poly(λ) magnitude

Define G(1) to be the polynomial that computes f(x) + 2e′

G(1)(X, Y ) = f(x) + 2e′ ,

with degree D in X (containing b) and degree 2 in Y (containing s⊗d
D
2
e). G(1)

also depends onA.
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• Compute r ← ∆RG.Eval(I, sd).

• Output y′ = y + 2ef + 2r.

Observe that because of the complexity of G(1) and ∆RG, G is in (arith-NC1,deg 2).

Dec(sk, ct): Decrypt the PHFE ciphertext y + 2e′ = G(X, Y ) ← PHFE.Dec(skPHFE, ctPHFE),
which reveals y mod 2.

More precisely, the decryption of PHFE built from bilinear groups produces g
(yj+2e′j)

T

for every j ∈ [m], where gT is the generator of the target group. Thus, decryption
needs to first extracts yj + 2e′j by brute force discrete logarithm, which is efficient as
e′j has poly(λ) magnitude.

Sublinear Compactness with Linear Dependency on Input Length Observe that the
ciphertext ct produced above has size poly(λ, l)S1−ε = poly(λ, l)m1−ε for some ε ∈ (0, 1),
following from the following facts:

• By the linear efficiency of PHFE, |ct| = poly(λ)(|X|+ |Y |).

• The seed P, S of ∆RG has length m1/τ for τ > 1.

• |b| = k log p = O(kλ).

• s⊗d
D
2
e has size kd

D
2
e log p = O(λ(d

D
2
e/ε)+1) = poly(λ).
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